
Friendship statement on ETA's announcement

We want to welcome very warmly the decision of ETA announcing

the indefinite cessation of armed actions. It is important to note the uni-

lateral and unconditional nature of this cessation.

We believe this decision is a very important step forward in the cre-

ation of necessary conditions to build up an inclusive peace process,

making it irreversible.

The EU needs to recognise the importance and significance of this

historic step. A step that gives the opportunity to end the last ongoing

armed conflict in Europe. 

We, as a friendship towards a peace process in the Basque Coun-

try, commit ourselves once again to continue working to create a

peaceful and democratic permanent scenario in the Basque Country.

In order to make this possible we ask for special commitment to:

1- Spanish and French governments: to act with historical respon-

sibility and suspend the exceptional tribunals, and all indictments and

measures against Basque political parties and representatives. In

order to create necessary dialogue and negotiation among the par-

ties, the rights of every party have to be equally respected. We ask

Spanish and French governments to respect civil, political and human

rights for all Basque citizens without exception. The commitment of

Abertzale Left to exclusively peaceful, political and democratic means

and towards the Mitchell Principles as guidelines for multiparty talks

necessarily demands the unbanning of this political movement.

2- All Basque political and social actors to get involved in an in-

clusive peace process that being base on dialogue and negotiation

would find necessary agreements on the resolution of the Basque

conflict. 

3- Taking into account the resolution on the Basque peace

process adopted by the EU parliament on October 2006, we ask the

European Parliament, the European Commission, and the European

Council to act consequently, getting involved in the process and pro-

moting it in order to make it a success. A process that should guar-

antee the right of the Basques to decide their future freely. Respect

for this decision on the part of the Spanish, French and European in-

stitutions is the fundamental key to achieving and endurable and

stable peace and democracy in the Basque Country.

4- Taking into account the Brussels Declaration, we ask interna-

tional community to respond constructively helping on the creation

of a peaceful and democratic scenario in the Basque Country.

Friendship Group.

European Parliament, 15th September 2010.
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5th BBC makes public a video

announcing ETA’s decision not

to carry out offensive armed

actions.

14th-28th-29thGuardia Civil and

Spanish Police conducts 3 op-

erations arresting 19 (3 alleged

ETA members, 16 political ac-

tivist, 11 denounce tortures) 

19th Gara and Berria publish a

new ETA’s statement ad-

dressed to the international

community, ETA shows its will-

ingness to analyse with the en-

dorsers of the Brussels

Declaration the necessary

steps for a the democratic so-

lution, including the commit-

ments to be taken by ETA.

25th 5 political parties and 23

social agents endorse in

Gernika, BAKE BIDEAN, an

agreement on the minimum

democratic conditions.

26th Gara publishes an inter-

view to ETA: ETA is willing to

take that step (declare a per-

manent and verifiable cease-

fire) and to go even further, if

the right conditions are cre-

ated.

30thBrian Currin sends a Press

Statement announcing de cre-

ation of an International Con-

tact Group and says that the

plea to ETA remains the same

(a unilateral, verifiable and per-

manent ceasefire.)
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2nd Demostration in Bilbao Against the

banning of demonstrations, for all the

rights for everyone. 46.000 people

crowded the streets.

16th Scots and Basques are twinned in

the “Unea Iritsi da” festival (the moment

has arrived) and claim the right to self-de-

termination.

17th El PAIS, publishes an interview to

Arnaldo Otegi by John Carlin. 

Five Basque parties and trade

unions and social actors signed in

Gernika a historic agreement. The 28

endorser agents, including 5 political

parties, commit to promote "a scene of

peace and democratic solutions" they

ask ETA to declare a "permanent, uni-

lateral and verifiable ceasefire" and the

State to withdraw the Political Parties

Law and the cessation of its prisons

policy, among other things. After that,

they deem indispensable setting up a

political dialogue based on the Mitchell

principles and seeking an inclusive

arrangement.

BAKE BIDEAN
Agreement for a scenario of peace and

democratic solutions

AGENDA:
Next Friendship meeting

scheduled for 16th November

18.00 details to be confirmed

"Our position towards a peaceful  and

democratic solution of the conflict is irre-

versible and does not contemplate any

horizon or hypothetical circumstances

that would change this position."

Arnaldo Otegi,

Prisoner in Navalcarnero

46.000 people march for Human, civil and political rights and against the banning of demonstrations.



Europe must set itself the objective of attaining a de-

finitive peace in the Basque Country. It is indeed an obliga-

tion of solidarity towards a European people which has faced

conflict for decades, a people which has suffered its negative

consequences with many victims. Europe can not be indifferent to

the fate of three million Basques, all of them European citizens! 

Europe can’t be indifferent, because Europe is itself affected by this

conflict deep within its essential purpose:  providing every European with a

space of real democracy and lasting peace. However, in the Basque Country,

in the heart of the Union, a situation has persisted for decades which threatens

the "stability of Europe."

The signs in terms of freedoms are alarming. For example, freedom of
the press: a newspaper, Egunkaria, was banned in the

name of "anti-terrorism" by the Spanish state. Three

years later, all charges were dropped, but the result is that

a newspaper, a vital expression of freedom, has disap-

peared - a victim of arbitrariness.

The signs are also alarming for democracy. For ex-

ample, during the last election held to elect the Basque

Parliament, 100,000 voters took refuge behind a "blank"
vote because the lists they wanted to support were consistently declared illegal

by the Supreme Court of the Spanish State. The charge of "supporting terror-

ism" against them does not live up to the democratic ideal that embodies the

European Union, particularly as decisions taken "in a hurry" by the courts to

prohibit these lists undermine another European ideal, that of an impartial jus-

tice system independent of political power.

The favourable outcome in the North of Ireland over the past decade

has shown that such conflict situations are not beyond solution. This depends

of course on the willingness of the protagonists, but it also depends on the ef-

forts of the international community to support the peace process all along its

course. The European Union has contributed greatly to the peace process in

the North of Ireland. It cannot escape its responsibility towards the Basque

Country.

We must certainly proceed cautiously, and the reputation of the Euro-

pean Union cannot be put at risk in processes that are immediately aborted,

as may have been the case in the past. But at a time when the willingness for

dialogue gains strength within the Basque nationalist movement, we must lis-

ten and be ready to contribute.

That’s the objectif that the "Basque Friendship" in the European Parlia-

ment gives itself.

Peace in the Basque Country 

is an EU target
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The European

Union cannot escape

its responsibility 

towards the Basque

Country.

François ALFONSI




